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Abstract 

Since the time of René Descart;es, anlaytic geometry , which 
is based on the Euclidean metric1 has been a popular area of 
research. In recent years 1 mathematicians begin to investigate 
geometry using other metrics such as the tax.icab metric. In this 
paper, resu1ts from the research in trudcab metric and related 
areas are presented. Various ideas and directions for research 
in tax.icab geometry are introduced and discussed to stimulate 
further research interest in t.his area. 
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l. Introduction. In La gémét.rie, René Descartes revealed many of 
his contributions in analytic geometry, which opened up new avenues to the 
study of Euclidean geomet ry. In t he late 1800s, Herman Minkowski [17] 
published a whole family of metrics providing new insight. to the study of 
analytic geometry. Among them, t.a'<.icab metric becomes t;he most popular 
wit hin thc mathematics comm11nity, tlms it is worthwhile to investigate the 
irnport anee of t.axicab geometry. 
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In the following sections, many important and interesting results from 
taxicab geometry and trigonometry, their applications, and their related 
tapies will be presented and discussed. Furthermore, ideas, problems1 and 
directions far future research will be discussed. 

Let X be an non-empty set. A metric d on X is a function &om X x X 
to [O, oo) satisfying the conditions: 

(1) d(P, Q) = O if and only if P = Q; 
(2) d( P, Q) = d(Q, P); 
(3) d(P, Q) ~ d(P, R) + d(R , Q) for ali P, Q, R , in X. 

]n particular , if X = m:n for sorne natural number n, then the function 
dr : 9'1" x 9'1" ~ [O, oo) , defined by dr (P, Q) = I:7~ i fp; - q;[ where P = 
(P1, .. . , P,. ) and Q = (q1, . . • , q,.) , is called the taxicab metric defined on 91n 

2. Taxicab m etric a nd taxicab geometry on the p lane 

Although ~ linkowski [20], Blumenthal [3], and Jacobs [13] have discussed 
distance goemetry besides the traditional analytic geometry, Krause [17] 
should be credited for his contribution in popularizing taxicab geometry 
in recent years. After defining the taxicab metric in 9l2 and comparing it 
to analytic geometry, Krause discussed, without giving much details, how 
taxicab geometry can be used in real-li fe applications and how it can providc 
simple examples in non-Eucl idean geometry. To fi ll in the rnissing details 1 

S. So, & Z. Al-Maskari [25] constructed two simple examples showing why 
t.n .. xicab geometry is non-Eulidean. 

lnspired by Krause [17], Reynolds [23] defined and studied conics by 
rncans ofthe taxicab metric as follow. 
Defi ni t ions. Let (h, k) ' 9'1 2, and r > O. Then theset C = {(x, y) , dr((x ,y), 
(li , k) ) = r) is called a taxicab circle with center (h , k) and radius r; !et 
F1 (h 1• k1) , F2(h,, k,) ' 9'1 2 and e> O. T hen the set E= {P ' 9'12 : d,¡-( P, F1)+ 
d,.(P, F,) =e) is called a taxicab ellipse with foci F1and F, and associated 
constante; the set H = { P ' 9'1 2 : rfr (P, F¡) - &r(P, F2 ) = ± e} is called a 
ta:ncab hyperbola with foci F 1 and F2 and associaled constant e; !et F (h, k) 
' 9'1 2 and D be a line on 9'1 2. Then the set f( = {P < 9'12 : d,¡-( P, F) = 
dr( P, D)} is called a taxicab parabola with focus F and directrix D, where 
d( P, D) is the distance from P to i;he point on D which is closest to P. 

Reynold {23) then observed that taxicab ci rcles are in "djamond shape11 ; 
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taxicab ellipses are in udiamond1) 1 hexagonal or octagonal in shape. Con
cernjng taxicab hyperbolas1 sbie concluded that their sbapes depend on both 
the associated constamt. e and the taxicab distance between t.he foci. In her 
thesis, Liu 119] determined exactly when a tax.icab ellipse is 4- sided, 6-
sided, and 8-sided as surnmarized in the next theorem. She also deterrnined 
exactly how the shapes of taxicab hyperbolas vary according to the associa
ted constant e and the taxica.b distance between the foci. The figure below 
shows a sample of the grnphs of tax.icab ellipses and hyperbolas determined 
by Reynold and Liu. 

T h eor em . 2 .1. Let E be a taxicab ellipse with foci F1(h¡,k¡) and 
F,(h,, k,) and associated constant e > O. (1) If F1 = F,, then E is 4-
sided, a taxicab circle. (2) If h 1 = h2 or k1 = k,, then E is 6-sided. {3} IJ 
h 1 # h2 and k1 # k, 

then E is 8-sided. 

A,O"' 
A, A. 

A, ,., 

Figure l. 
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Through tbeir researcfu. fo1 tbie geNera1 eq1!l.ations of taxicab conic sec
tions, Kaya , Ak9a , Günaltili, and ÓzcE>n [14) classified the taxica© coNics 
represented by t he equatiorn [x - hi[ + [y - y¡f + a(fx - h,[ + [y - y,[)+ 
,6([Ax + B y+ Cf) 'fa-y = O, where a' {- 1, O, l}, ,6 = e(a2 - l)(max [A[ , 
JB J) - 1

1 ¡ SO, and e is the ecce1'ltricity of the related conic into two classes, 
according to t he coefficent a as f.ollow . A taxicarb conic is called a Jocus
directrix taxicab conic if a = © amd it is cailled a two- fo ci taxicab conic if 
e; = ± l. In particula r , it is cE>lled a two- foci taxicab ellipse if a= 1 ancla 
two- Joci ta.xicab hyperbola if a = -l. Similarly, for a = O, a fo cus-directrix 
tax.ica b con.ic is ca lled a focus-directrix ellipsei parabola1 and hyperbola if 
O < e< 1, e = 1, and e> 1, respectively. The following figures show that 
mos t. of t beir results far taxicalD elilipses and Liu's [16J are simila r, bt!l t their 
resut ts concem.ing tax.icab hyperbolas a:re different from Liu 1s because of 
their d ifferent views on lines in taxicab geometry. 

F, 

F, 
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The following result of Chen [6] shows t.hat t.here are at least three 
diffcrcnt views on lines in Euclidean gcomet ry. (A) A line L is the set of 
point.s (:i:, y) sat.isfying the linear equation Ax+ By + C = O where A, B , C 
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; 91 with A , B not both zeros. (B) A line L is the set of points (x, y) 
satisfying the conditions the if P 1 Q, and R are three points in L such that 
Q is between P and R, then the distance between P and R is equal to 
the sum of the ctistances between P and Q and Q and R. ( C) A line L is 
the set of points (x 1 y) such that it is equidistant from two given points H 
and [(. Because of these different views, Reynold 122) intentionally avoided 
describing taxicab parabolas in her paper. Instead 1 she raised the question 
of how the tax.icab distance between the focus and directrix of a parabola 
can be obtained. 

To answer Reynold's question, Moser and Kramer 121) obtained the follo
wing two resul ts il1 their study of tax.icab parabolas. 
Theorem 2.2. The shortest distance from a point P(x 1, y1) to a line Ax + 
By+ C = O in taxicab geometry is the horizontal, vertical distance from P 
to the line if -~ '(-oo,- l)Ull,oo) or-~ 'l-1,0)U(O, l ), respectively. 
Theorem 2.3. The parabola in taxicab geometry with focv.s F(h, k) and 
directrix y = mx with k > mh and lml < 1 can be expressed as the union 
of Euclidean rays and line segments as foiio ws: 

{((x,y): x = !-:.~. k :"'. y)u {(x,y): y = ~((a - l)x+h+k), !-:.~ :"'. x :"'. h}U 
{(x,y) y=H(m+ l)x+ k-h),hSxS~";.~)u{(x,y):x = f;;t¡,kSy) 

Por the case lml = ! , Moser and Kramer 121) simply commented that 
the ta.x.icab parabola has a different configurat.ion and dHferent. ca.ses can 
be considered in the same way as above. However, their approach of using 
condition (A) of Chen's 16) result for the definit.ion of straight lines is not 
C:ntirely satisying because it is unrelated t.o the underlined metric. Iny [12] 
rect ified lhe problem by using condit.ion (C) of Che11 1s resul t iustead, and he 
clefined lhe distance between a point F and the line D as the minimum of 
dr(F, P) where P' D. F\1rthermore, instead of defining an ellipse by its foci 
as Reynold 123) did, lny 112) also defined an "ellipse of t.be second kind" with 
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respect to a given line D (the directrix), a given point F (the focus), anda 
given number e (the eccentricity) where O< e< 1 by {P • R2 : ::;:¡;:~l =e) 
wh re d·r(P, D) denotes the shortest distance from P to D. By letting D be 
the line which is eqtüdistant from (-1, 6) and (3,-4) satisfying condition 
(C) of Chcn, F( l ,4) be the focns, and e= 4, lny obtained an ellipse which 
is aconvex hexagon with vertices (1,7) ,(-1,5),("f,4), (- l ,\f), (1,3), and 
(2,4); and it does not have the form given by Reynold {21], Liu [19], and 
Kaya, Ak~a, Günaltili , and Ózcan [14] as in the fol!owing figure. 

rollowing lny's {12] approach on the definition of lines in t.axicab geome
try, Ho and Liu [10] continued in the study of taxieab parabolas with a given 
focus F(h, k) and a directrix D determined by two given points Q(x¡, y1) 

and R(xi. !/'>). Becanse of their work together with the work by Kaya, Ak~a, 

Günal tili , & Ózcan [14], and Moser & Kramer [21), the problem of determi
ning the shapes of taxicab parabolas is essentially solved completely, except 
for the case [x1 - x2I = IY1 - y2[. The following figure shows a sample of 
the graphs obt ained in t.hese articles. 
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Assume that lines on the plane &re expressed in the form of condition 
(A) of Chen's resul t 16] and taxicab p&rabola.s, ellipses, and hyperbolas are 
defined by a given clirect.rix, focus, and eccentricity. Laatsch 118] investi
gated the intersection of lxl + lvl = clzl where e> O, a square pyrarnid (of 
two nappes) oriented for descriptive pl!lfposes with the z-ax.is vertical, with 
a plane of the form z = ax +by+ d &nd concluded that taxicab parabolas, 
ellipses1 and hyperbolas can be obtained frnm the intersection of a plane 
wit.h the pyramid by perpendicular projection of that intersection onto the 
x-y plane as shown in the following figure. He also stated that t.here is an 
interest ing three-dimensional theory of fo cus and directrix of (unprojected) 
Euclidean conics, originally described by G. P. Dandelin in 1822 19), 111], 
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[24), which has no analogue in taxicab geometry. 

Although the investiga..tiOiil concerning taxicab conic sections seems to 
come to an end, there are stilll a lot of unanswered questions in taxicab 
geometry. Goi.ng back to tfo.e basic properties of circles, Tian, 801 and Chen 
[28[ discussed t he validit.y of the following statements in taxicab geometry: 
(1) T lu-ough any two distinct points in 9l\ infinitely many circles can be 
constructed. (2) No circle can be constructed through three distinct non
collinear points in !R2 . (They used condition (A) of Cben's [6) resttlt for !:he 
defini tion of lines.) (3) Throagh any tlu-ee distinct non-collinear points in 
9'\ one and only one circle can be constructed. 

From tbeir study, l:hey concluded t.hat statement (1) is valid in l:axjcab 
geomel:ry wl1ile (2) is not: and t:hey were able to show that stat:ement: (3) is 
valid if the three points sa.t.isfy certain specified conditions. 

Similarly, Sowell [26) ret.urned to the study of the basic properl:ies of 
t:he plane !R2 . Based on the fact t.hat there are only three regular polygons 
whid1 will tessellat.e the plane: t.he equilateral triangle, t.he square, and the 
regular and the first two of these can be subdivided iuto smaller polygons 
(yielding Lhe isometrid grid aAd the square grid), Sowell decided to study 
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taxicab geometry using the isometric grid. 

In iso-taxi geometry, the distance function d1 is defined as follows. For 
P( x , , yi) and Q(x,, y,) , (1) d1(P,Q) = liy(P,Q) if P and Q have a I-IV 
orientation; (2) d1(P,Q) = /y1 - y2/ if P and Q have a II-V orientation; 
(3) d1 (P, Q) = /x 1 - x2 / if P and Q have a III-VI orientation. If the two 
points lie on a line parallel to the x-axis or to the y-axis , y'-axis, then (3) 
or (2) will be used, respectively. In fact, d1 is a metric in 912. Sowell [26] 
then examined the shapes of the iso-taxi conics, the mid-point set, and the 
location of tbe circurncenter of a triangle and its corresponding circurncircle. 
Th"e figure below shows a sample of iso-taxicab conics. 

3 . Taxicab Trigonome try 

In the last cl1apter of bis book1 Krnuse introd uced the following research 
direction: "Define taxi t,rigonometric functions via wrapping of the unit 
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taxi circle, and investigate their graphs, trigonometric identit.ies1•• Follo
wing Krause's suggestion, Brisbin and Artola [4) delined the Diarnond Sine 
ancl Diamond Cosine M follow. In the Euclidean approach, trigonometric 
function can be defined by first considering the tmit circle x 2+y2 = 1 and let 
O be the angle witb the positive x ax.is as its init ial side and the radial line 
passing through a point (x, y) as its terminal side so sinB = y1 cosO = x, 
and the equation of the line containing the terminal side is y = tan O · x . 

By solving 

{ y= tanB · x 
lvl = -lxl + !, 

t.he Diamond Sine and Di&mm1d Cosine of B can be defined as follows. 
sin (} cos e 

In quadrant I , sin dB = sia B + cos B and cos dB = sin B + cos 0 · 

sin O cose 
In quadrant. II, sin dB = sin e - coso a.nd cos dO = sin o - CDS o. 

-sin O -cnsO 
In quadrant III, sin dO = sin 0 + cos 0 and cos dO = sin 0 + cos 0 · 

- s in O cosO 
1 n quadrant IV¡ SÚ'l. dfJ = sin o - cose and -cos d(} = sin e - cos f). 

Similar t.o ordinary trigonometry, they then presented t.he reference angle 
fp of an angle B and they also discussed the validity of sorne iclentities for 
the D iamond Sine and Diamond Cosine such as leos dOI +!sin dO I = l; 

cos d( - 8) = cos dO; 

s-in d(- 8) = -sin dO . 

Ak~a and I<aya [l] t.ook a different. approach in defuüng taxicab trigono
met.ric functions. First., !et C.,. = {(x ,y): lxl + IYI = r, x,y,r < R, r ;;. O} 
be the ta.xicab circle with center at the origin and radius r > O. To define 
trT, the "taxicab ;r" 1 they use<l the definition that iíT = the ratio of the 
ci rcunúerence t.o radius of the taxicab circle so trr = 4. Given an angle O <: 

(O, 27rr) whose vertex is the origin, initial side is the posit;ive x ax.is, and is 
measuTed in t.he cout;erclockwise direction, let P = (x1 y) be the intersecting 
point of t he t.errninal side of O and C.,.. 
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l lz- rl+IYI 

. 2r + Ízl + Jy- rl 

Then the centra angle 8 can be defined by O = 4r + lx ~ rl + htl 

6r + lzl + Jzl + IY + rl 
r 

if O JO, •r/2) 

if O l•r/2, • r) 

if O [•r, Jwr / 2) 

if O [J•r/2, 2rrr) 

Let 8 be an angle in standard position and let P (x,y) be the intersecting 
point of the terminal side and the taxicab circle lx[ + Jy/ = r. Then the trigono
metric functions sinr, cosr 1 and tanr are clefined by sinr(8) = ~ 1 cosr(B) = ~. 

tanr( 8) = ;~~~(: . 

Thus, 

sinr(B) = ~ - g if O ' 12, 6) and { º if B ' IO, 2) 

-4 + g if B ' 16, 8), 

_ { i - g ifB , 10, 4] 
cosr(O) - -3 + g if O ' 14, 8] 

From t he above discussion1 a sample of identit ies such as 

sinr("f - B) = cosr(O); 

sinr( 'f + B) = cosr(B); 

sinr(•r - O)= si.nT(O); 

cosr( 'f - O) = sinT(O); 

cosr('{- +O)= -si."T(O); and 

sinr(;rT - B) = -cosr(B), as well as 

sinr(2brr + B) = si.nT(O) and 

cosr(21..-;;r + 8) = cosr(O) for any natural number k can be preved. The 
following figure shows one-period of the taxicab sine and consine curves defined 
by llk~a and !<aya p]. 
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Addit ion and subtraction formulas such as t he following can also be esta
blis hed: 

If et,{3, o + (3' [O, 2], t loen cosr(et + (3) = - 1 + cosret +cosrf3; sinT(<> + (3 ) = 
~J'in1'<;~ + cosrf3-

If o ,{3 ' j2, 4J, et+ (3 ' j6,8], then COS'f(<> + (3) = - J - COS'fO - COS'f{J; 
sinT(o + {J} = -si11trcr - cosrf3. 

If o ' j4,6), {3, o -(3' j2,4J,then cosr(<>-(3) = - 1 - cosret - cosr{J; 
sin1' (o - f:J) = 2 + si:n1ro - cos'J'(3. 

If o ' j2, 4), (3, et - (3 ' ¡o, 2J, then cosT(<> - (3) = l + cosro - cosrf3; 
sinr (o - /3) = 2 - sinra - cos'J'/3. 

Comparing the d iamond trigonometric functions defined by Brisbin and Ar
tola !41 to the tax icab t rigonometric functions defined by Akc;a and Ka.ya 11], it 
is not difficult t.o see t hat the latter is better than the íormer in the sense that 
the latter is closer to t he structure of t he ta....:icab geometry t han the former . 

By considering (9'2 1 +, ·) l\S a vector space over the field of real numbers 
with addtion and sea.lar multiplication defined by u + v = (ui + 'U¡ , u2 + 1'2) 
and cu= (cu1,c112) where u= (u11 u2) ,v = (v1,'V2), ande€ !R, Ekici, Ak~a, 
& l<ocayusufoUlu !B} defined the taxicub imie,. product and t.he ta:L'i.cab nonn of 
vectors as follow: 
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(11 ·v)T = 

{ 
lu1vd + lu2'"2I, 
-lu1v1I + lu2112 I. 
i111uil-lu2t.'2I , 
-lu1ud- lu2"2I. 

u, v are in bhe same q uad.rant 
u, u are in the neighb0T q1:1adrants , and , 
u, v are in the Heigkb0r quadrants, and, 
u, vare in t-he 0pp0site quadrants, 

U¡V1 < Ü, U2V2 > Q 

U¡V¡ > 0, U2V2 < Q 

The norm of v = (v1 , v2 ) is defüied by Jlv llr = J(v · v)r + 2 lv1v2I. 
They t ben proved the fo llowi.¡;¡g familiar resuJts in linear a lgebra far the 

taxicab inner product and tax.icalb norm. 

Theorem 3. L The ta:cicab inner product has the following properties: 

(i) (v · v )r;;. O (bemg positive defimte); 

(ii) (u· v)r = (11 · u)r (symmet1'1J}; 
(iii) (cu· v)r = (u cv)r = c(u · v)r (bilinearity). 

Theorem 3.2. Let u, v, w be vectors in 9l2 ande E 9l. Then 

(i) llvllr;;. O; 

(ii ) Jlcvllr = lcl llvllr; 

(iii ) Jiu+ vllr,:; Jlullr + llvl lr; 

(iv)Jlu - vllr;;. Jlullr - ll vllr; 

(v) Jiu - vllr ,:; liullr + llv llr; 
(vi) Jiu - vJlr,:; Jiu - wl lr + llw - v i!, .. 

F'inally1 in their geometric iRterpretation of the inner pro<luct in taxicab 
geometry, they built the connection, (u v)r = Jlullr llvJlrcos,.e - R1" be
t,ween the taxkab i1mer product ancl norm , where cosr is the tax.icab cosine 
(1mction defined by Ak9'" & K&ya /l] and Rr is a real number depending 
the vectors u and v, which is ca.illed t;he taxicab constant by Ekici, Ak9a1 & 
Kocayusufoillu (8] . 

4. Topics Related to Taxicab Geometry a nd Trigono
metry 

In his book , Krause [17] raised the question of the possibility of building 
a geomeLI)' wh.icb rn.imic the movements in Chinese Checker. In response 
t.o l\ rause's propasa!, Chen /6] defi ned a Chinese Checker metric. Follo
wing Chen 1s idea 1 Bayne [2] examined sorne properties concerning the Chj
nese hecker cirdes. Recently, Tian [27] defined the >.-metric, which is a 
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generalization of both the Enclidean and the taxicab metrics, and Kesh {15J 
inv tigated a íew properties concernjng Tian 's >.-circles. 

In thcir recent paper, Ózcan & Kaya defined the taxicab directed dis
tance between points P and Q on a directed Euclidean line m as follows: 

"1·[PQJ = { dr(P, Q) if the line segment PQ and m are in the same direction 
e - dr(P, Q) if t.he line segment PQ and m are opposite direction. 

They then est.ablished the validity of Menelaus' and Ceva's T heorem. 
In addition to their irnportance in geometry, taxicab geometry aud other 

clistance geometry also find their place in the coruputer age. In their pa
per, Eisenb rg and Khabbaz discu ed the applications of ta.xicab metric 
in geometry and network theorey. Simllarly, Burman1 Chen 1 and Sherwani 
[5] utilized the concept of ,\-Geometry and discussed its applications in t.he 
problem of g lobal rot1ting of multiterminal nets. 

T he discussion in Section 2 and Section 3 concerning taxicab geometry 
and taxicab trigonometry reveals that ideas in the following list may lead 
to future research in these a.reas. 
(i) From Chen [6J, one can observe that. both r.onditions (B) and (C) are 
appropriate definitions for lines in ta.xicab geometry. Since So & Al-Maskari 
[25J as well as lny {12J have st udied lines defined by condition (C) on thc 
ta.xicab plane, lhe charact.eristics and properties of lines defined by condition 
(B) will remain to be of great interest for research. 
(ii ) Using Chen's [6] condition (B) for the defuution of lines on the ta.xicab 
plane as suggested in (i) above, what would be lhe shapes and properties 
of the íocus-directrix conic sections? 
(iii) Based on the definition of tax.icab lines used on the plane, it. is quite 
possible to define ta.xicab line segm nts. What would be an appropriat;e 
defini tion for ta.xicab triangles? Based on tbe definition of angle mensure 
developed by Ak~. & Kaya [lJ, what are the characteristics and properties 
of right triangles, isosceles t.riangles, and equilateral Lriangles? 
(iv) A tudy of the relationship bet.ween ta.xicab circles and ta.xicab triangl ·S 

will definitely be an interesting direct.ion for research. 

(v) In his lhesis, Bayne [2] has only begnn the investigat.ion of Chi
n e hecker circles. There are st.ill many unanswered quest,ions in Chinese 
Checker geom try wluch reqnire further r arch. 
(vi) Tian 's {27] study in ,\-geometry, which provides the Linkage between !.he 
Euclidean and taxicab geometry, will definitely attract research interest. 
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(vii ) Based on Ózcan & Kaya's [22] r.esearch on directed lengths in taxicab 
geometry, ideas such as the dHfereN•t forms and applications of Menelau 's 
and Ceva's T heorem in tax..icaib ge0metry are worthy of pursuing. 
( vi ii ) A comparison of the defin•iitiom.s of the diamond trigonometric functions 
by Brisbin & P. Artola [4] a,nd tlle taxic&b trigonometric funcbions by Ak9a, 
& R. Kaya [l] probably would bring for th sorne interesting results. · 
(ix) Assume that taxicab tri&Ngles and right triangles are apJilropriately 
defi11ed as mentioned in (iii). CaN. taxicaJb trigonornetric functions be defined 
by mea.ns of taxicab right triaNgles? How would this defini tion be different 
from the ones by Brisbin & P. Ari>ola [4j and Ak9a, & R. Ka.ya [l]? 
(x) According to Krause [17], Sowell's [26] iso-grids defini tely crea.te a dif
ferent way of solving area probleuns in tax.icab geometry than the a¡:> ¡~T©ach 

used by Kocayusufo(tlu & Ekici's [10]. 
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